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Abstract

Numerical simulations of Brazil Current frontal eddies were performed

trough FORMS technique in order to contribute with the operational oceano-

graphy at the Southeast Brazil open ocean. Based on daily sea surface tem-

perature (SST) images from the infrared sensor aboard the Meteosat Second

Generation (MSG) geostationary satellite, a study case for September 2012

was conducted to evaluate this model initialization technique. The SST gra-

dients identified in the satellite images were used in the initialization frame-

work in order to move towards a more realistic nowcast initial mass and 3-D

velocity field. Results were compared to in situ synoptic temperature sec-

tional measurements. We also found the usage of the SST data allowed to

calibrate the ocean model surface temperature fields and give more realistic

informations for operational oceanography.
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1. Introduction

The ocean nowcast (or initialization) systems represent a field in oceanog-

raphy that is showing increasing societal relevance. Actually, many offshore

services (i.e., oils and gas extraction, shipping navigation, commercial fish-

ing, and Navy operations) has been supported by ocean information based

on numerical models, remote sensing and in situ data, both historical and

near-real-time. These systems can provide the values for important physical

parameters including waves, currents, temperature, salinity and the posi-

tion of frontal systems, enabling greater security in their activities and quick

access to relevant information for decision making in emergency situations.

Over the past years, Brazil has been recognized as one of the most im-

portant countries in the world in oil exploitation. The discovery of new oil

wells at Southeast Brazilian Bight (SBB), between Vitoria-Trindade Ridge

(20o S) and Santa Marta Grande Cape (28o S) (Figure 1) highlight this con-

tinental shelf and adjacent deep ocean as the most important area for the oil

production.

Boosted interest in oil industry generate large investments in new tech-

nologies to access the deeper oil fields at Santos and Campos basins. However,

this increase in production brings serious risks of oil spills and environmental

contamination.

Considerable efforts have been done to develop containment oil spills plans

and suit the exploitation activities to the Brazilian environmental regula-

tions. To minimize the risk of accidents or mitigate their consequences,

continuously monitoring is required.

Supporting both engineering projects (to carry out their activities suc-
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Figure 1: Southeast Brazilian Coast and adjacent deep ocean between 18◦ S and 28◦ S.

cessfully) and science studies (to preserve the coast and ocean environment),

the development of ocean nowcast for SBB became necessary to build a base

for forecast implementations at this particular oceanic regions.

The Cape Frio and vicinities region (42o W, 23o S) received attention

over the last few years motivated by the diversity of important oceanographic

processes.

Presenting an unique ocean circulation in the world, this region is char-

acterized by the presence of coastal upwelling. This important phenomena is

more evident at west coasts around the world. Near CF it is one of the most

important oceanographic phenomena, which provides cold and nutrient-rich

water over the continental shelf.

The Cape Frio coastal upwelling is regulated by a range physical pro-

cesses, at multiple time/space scales, that control the availability of deep

cooler water at the bottom of the inner shelf (i.e., wind, BC proximity, BC

meanders/eddies and bathymetry).

The primary trigger for CF coastal upwelling is the prevailing winds at
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the region. During spring and summer, the South Atlantic Subtropical High

Pressure Center causes winds to blow from easterly-northeasterly direction,

acting at the zonally oriented coast. When this prevailing wind acts, it

forces offshore Ekman transport at the surface (Castelao and Barth, 2006).

As result of the local surface divergence, the cold water pumps toward the

surface and support the intrusion of relatively cold water from the oceanic

pycnocline levels, characterizing the upwelling phenomena.

According to Castro and Miranda (1998) review, the South Altantic Cen-

tral Water (SACW) is the source of this deep and cold water that emerges

at the vicinities of CF.

The availability of SACW onto the continental shelf as response of sharp

coastline orientation and the bottom topography was examined by Rodrigues

and Lorenzzetti (2001). They shown in their study that the coastline geom-

etry at CF is one of the main reason of the coastal upwelling.

Carried at subpycnal levels by the Brazil Current (BC), the availability

of SACW at the continental shelf is highly dependent of BC proximity of

the continental slope. Campos et al. (2000) showed in their study that the

BC frontal eddies are an important mechanism that controls the intrusion of

SACW onto the outer and mid shelf.

As described by Silveira et al. (2000), the BC flows southward in the

first 500 m, transporting the Tropical Water (TW) at surface and SACW

at pycnoclinic levels. Bellow 500 m, the Intermediate Western Boundary

Current (IWBC) flows northward, transporting the Antarctic Intermediate

Water (AIW) (Müller et al., 1998) to the north.

An extensive litterature review of the BC made by Silveira et al. (2000)
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has shown that most research in the area describes the SBB as an intense

meso-scale activity region (Signorini, 1978; Garfield, 1990; Campos et al.,

1995).

An intense vertical shear occurs at the lower limit of the BC. Calado

et al. (2006) and Silveira et al. (2004) suggest that the geophysical instabil-

ity generated by BC-IWBC vertical shear may trigger meander growth and

intensify the meso-scale activity. These authors mention that this cyclonic

and anticyclonic meanders alternate towards the Santos Basin, as a Rossby

wave. As a consequence, the BC has strong variations from its mean path.

According to Calado et al. (2006), the beggining of this BC meandering

patterns happens when the flow moves through Abrolhos Bank and Vitoria-

Trindade Ridge. Campos et al. (1995, 1996) has shown that the geomor-

phological configuration near CF can form strong cyclonic and anticyclonic

frontal eddies. Thereafter, Castro and Miranda (1998) proposed that this

change in coastline orientation, marked through the bathymetry, can explain

the BC meandering pattern to the south of CF.

These oceanographic features at the SBB has been studied in such a

way that some of this meanders are recurrently described in literature, such

as Vitoria Eddy (VE) (Schmid et al., 1995; Gaeta et al., 1999), Cape of São

Tomé Eddy (CSTE) (Mascarenhas et al., 1971; Signorini, 1978; Calado et al.,

2010), and Cape Frio Eddy (CFE) (Mascarenhas et al., 1971; Signorini, 1978;

Calado et al., 2006).

These frontal eddies are quite relevant to operational oceanographic sce-

narium, since they are able to drive mass exchange between upper and deeper

layers of the ocean and reverse the direction of the current. The Figure 2
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can spatially elucidate all main features presented above.

Figure 2: Schematic circulation on the Brazilian coast. Solid arrows show major currents

while rings represent the mainly present eddies (Calado et al., 2008).

The understanding of these features and how they evolve in time has al-

ways been a difficult task to the physical oceanography scientific community.

Sampling them requires high spatial resolution and temporal coverage, which

is expensive and challenging. On the other hand, numerical ocean models

are becoming more and more powerful to realistically resolve these phenom-

ena. However, in operational oceanography, the need for fast initialization

and model run time and realistic and dated reproduction of the velocity field

requires sophisticated techniques, such as complex nowcast systems and data

assimilation.
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With intention to create a robust nowcast technique, Gangopadhyay et al.

(2003) proposes that any currents, fronts, eddies or gyres are individual fea-

tures of any typical regional circulation system. According to these authors,

these features are subjected to parameterizations of their thermohaline struc-

ture that are the base of the Feature-Oriented Regional Modeling System

(FORMS) approach for any region of the world. FORMS is essentially a

technique to create realistic initial mass and flow conditions for model stud-

ies, based on a combination of feature models (FMs) of the main features of

a given region, a background thermohaline climatology and some proxy to

define the location and occurrence of typical phenomena (FM locations) at

a given time.

Although an extensive explanation of FORMS will follow in later sec-

tions of this manuscript, it consists essentially of including meso-scale re-

alistic thermohaline gradients (through FMs) into thermohaline climatolog-

ical background fields in order to allow fast development and evolution of

oceanographic dynamical features in the context of operational oceanogra-

phy. Roughly speaking, it uses satellite SST images to locate potential WBC

fronts and eddies, which become the locations at where the FMs are placed

and then merged with climatology field to build a nowcast of the ocean.

This work intends to explore the possibility of using satellite SST imagery

not only as proxy of the features location, but as a source of information re-

garding the tri-dimensional synoptic thermohaline structure. We hypothesize

that the surface frontal thermal signature derived from satellite observations

may be “dynamically” extrapolated to deeper levels, enriching a nowcast

field with realistic synoptic gradients.
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The goal of this work is to evaluate an ocean nowcast system for the

BC, using SST satellite observations, in situ data, and climatological data,

though the implementation of FORMS technique for BC frontal eddies.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the description of

observational dataset. Section 3 will present a description of the FORMS

technique. Section 4 will present the experiments design. Section 5 will

show a comparison between both experiments and the discussion of SST

extrapolation technique contribution. Section 6 and, at Section 7, the BC

nowcast system will be discussed.

2. Datasets

2.1. SST Satellite Observations

Through the Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI-SAF)

from European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

- EUMETSAT (www.eumetsat.int), is possible to access the SST product

from Meteosat Second Generation (MSG/SEVIRI) satellite. With infrared

sensors aboard, this geostationary satellite can hourly calculate the under-

skin temperature with multi-spectral algorithm. Over a 0.05 degree of regular

grid, the SST fields are obtained by aggregating all near-time SST data

available into one hour time.

At the Remote Sensing Group from the Institute of Marine Studies Almi-

rante Paulo Moreira (IEAPM), through the DetecFeições Project, this hourly

data was received and a daily composite was created to minimize the cloud
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interferences and maintain the temperature gradients of ocean frontal sys-

tems.

The figure 3 presents the SST image of September 19, 2012. This com-

posite can clearly show the presence of thermal front and the cyclonic and

anti-cyclonic meanders. This surface information is used in this work as a

main component of FORMS for a study case experiment (Exp2).

Figure 3: Daily mosaic of SST for 2012, September 19, produced by Remote Sensing

Group of IEAPM with hourly SST data from MSG satellite.

2.2. The Climatological Field

The source of temperature and salinity climatological fields was the World

Ocean Atlas 2005 - WOA05 (Locarnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al., 2006).
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The oceanographic parameters from WOA05 were a set of objectively an-

alyzed data of in situ observations on 0.25-degree grid with all data re-

gardless of year of observation. This field was estimated for annual, sea-

sonal and monthly means. It also includes associated statistical fields of

observed oceanographic profile data interpolated to standard depth levels.

This database is a part of Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean (Levitus,

1982) from NOAA.

For the simulations presented at this work, a monthly climatology from

November limited to SBB was chosen as a component of FORMS.

2.3. In situ thermohaline synoptic profiles

The observational dataset accountable to give a realistic setting for the

Feature Model of Brazil Current was acquired from DEPROAS cruise. To

compare the results of simulation, the temperature profiles from DOCCAR

project can show the synoptic profiles at the same day of simulations final

step.

2.3.1. DEPROAS thermohaline profiles

The DEPROAS cruise occurred in 2001, aboard Noc. Prof. Besnard.

During this cruise, samples of temperature, salinity and depth from the vicini-

ties of Cape Frio were made to investigate the upwelling process. In Calado

et al. (2006), the sampling methods and data processing tools can be more

explained.

The characteristic inshore, core and offshore T and S profiles from BC,

sampled at DEPROAS, were presented at first column of Figure 8, t
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2.3.2. DOCCAR temperature profiles

From Gathered Data With Rotary Wing Aircraft / Dados Coletados Com

Aeronave de Asa Rotativa - DOCCAR Project a quasi-synoptic sample was

made launching 5 Expendable Bathythermography (XBT) across the CF eddy

at 2012 September 23 inside a Brazilian Navy helicopter. The figure 4 show

the trajectory of the cruise and the position of XBT points. This in situ data

was used to calculate the temperature section sampled across the CFE (Fig-

ure 5. The geostrophic velocities for this vertical section was calculated and

compared with the velocities fields from nowcast created through FORMS

technique.

Figure 4: The trajectory of DOCCAR flight with the XBT lauch points over a SST image

from 2012 September 18..
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Figure 5: Representation of interpolated temperature vertical section created with the

data from XBT profiles. .

3. The FORMS technique

The numerical modeling methodology employed in this work was derived

from the FORMS technique established by Gangopadhyay and Robinson

(2002). This methodology can be considered a realistic way to build the

initial conditions for ocean forecasting purposes.

As fundamental principle, the FORMS technique needs the usage of

the knowledge in relevant dynamic features to build parametric approaches

known as Feature Model (FM). Presented for the main flow features of south-

eastern Brazil region by Calado et al. (2008), the components (input data)

used into this work to build the nowcast system for Brazil Current was com-

posed by SST satellite observations, the climatological thermohaline fields,
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and in situ synoptic profiles. They’ll be better described at section 2.

The diagram presented below (Figure 6) systematize the FORMS process

used to build the initial mass field for SBB.

3.1. The Feature Model of the Brazil Current

Capable to synthesize the main thermohaline and dynamical structures

of ocean features, and to create a realistic 3D field to any oceanic region, the

FM approach can be summarized as a three-step of merging processes.

Ý A regional synoptic feature-oriented circulation template are developed

through a synthesis of past observational studies in the region;

Ý Individual feature models for each features are developed from synoptic

observational studies;

Ý The feature model profiles on the template locations are interpolated

through objective analysis with appropriate background climatology to ob-

tain a three-dimensional synoptic grid ready for the numerical model appli-

cations

In this work, we depart from the premise that the BC is basically in

geostrophic balance. We employed previous temperature and salinity profiles

to parametrize the thermohaline vertical structure of BC. The synoptic water

mass (T and S) structures used for the parametrizate were characterized from

the ’Ecosystem dynamics of the Platform of Western Region South Atlantic

– DEPROAS’ dataset, which was described in more detail in section 2.3.1.

The identification of BC inner thermal front at SST image is the start
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Figure 6: FORMS protocoll adapted for the BC and the experiments design.
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step of the system. From this point, is possible to select the path of BC

edge based on thermic gradient generated by the current. When is possible

to identify the presence of this gradient, such technique can create the BC

path for any specific day(Figure 7).

Figure 7: Daily SST mosaic for 19 September 2012, with black line showing the internal

front identifiied. The green dots are the inshore profiles, the red dots are the core profiles,

and the blue dots are the offshore profiles.

The second step was merge the BC path with synoptic BC profiles. This

typical profiles were chosen by identifying the location of the BC front via

mapping of the thermohaline velocity field derived from the DEPROAS pro-

files data. At three different positions, we extracted the synoptic T and S
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profiles (Calado et al., 2008).

Using the non-dimensionalization methodology described in Calado (2006),

the thermohaline surface and bottom informations can be used to suit the

thermohaline gradients of BC in non-dimensional temperature range, pre-

serving the BC structure. This estimative of a non-dimensional profile with

the same vertical structure it’s required by the Φ(x, y, z) function (Equation

1):

Φ(x, y, z) =
Γi(x, y, z) − Γib(x, y)

Γis(x, y) − Γib(x, y)
(1)

where Φ(x, y, z) is the non-dimensional profile of each location; Γi(x, y, z)

is the synoptic dimensional profile of each parameter (T or S); Γib(x, y) is the

parameter value in the bottom and Γis(x, y) in the surface for each location.

According with Calado (2006), once found the non-dimensional profile

Φ(x, y, z), the cross-stream structure was then obtained from the three pro-

files by using linear interpolation based on their distances from the axis at

the specified locations. Once the cross-stream structure of the BC front is

constructed, any arbitrary synoptic along-stream path of the current can be

built. This is done by establishing positions for the front edge (Fig. 8). For

resolving the BC, a cross sections placed along-stream variations needs to

ensure that lines perpendicular to the front edge for two successive sections

do not intersect. The ensuing multi-scale objective analysis with background

fields will be explained in Section 3.1.1. this method should result in a con-

tinuous stream axis and edges appropriately merged with climatology.

The next step is redefine the surface and bottom values to redimension-
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alize the T-S profile structures. Through this method it’s possible realign

the synoptic profiles for each location using surface and bottom information

from a data source of interest. In this study case the data source is WOA05.

The equation 2 represent the redimensionalization method with the cli-

matological parameters to build the FM of BC:

Γi(x, y, z) = [Γis(x, y)–Γib(x, y)]Φ(x, y, z) + Γib(x, y) (2)

Where i is the position of inshore, core and offshore DEPROAS profiles;

Γi(x, y, z) is a tri-dimensional field for each T or S for each i region; Γ is is

the surface T or S; Γ ib is the bottom T or S; Φ(x, y, z) is the non-dimensional

3D T or S from DEPROAS.

Through this way, the climatological T and S surface and bottom back-

ground from WOA05 (Locarnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al., 2006) were used

to redimensionalize the T and S DEPROAS profiles (Figure 8) and create

a tri-dimensional BC-FM. This technique is the same described in Calado

(2006).

In summary, the BC-FM that was build in this study case is basically

the synoptic profiles from DEPROAS redimensionalized with climatological

data through the equation 2, and a pre-established CB path digitalized over

the SST daily mosaic for 19, September of 2012. The figure 9 can illustrate

the BC-FM product.
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Figure 8: The upper graphics represent the Temperature (T) and the lower graphic rep-

resent the salinity (S) profiles. Ths first column show DEPROAS profiles. The second

column present the T and S non-dimensional profiles. The third column show the profiiles

redimensionalized by the surface and bottom climatological data, as used in the BC-FM.

3.1.1. Merging BC-FM with the climatological field

To make the fusion of the BC-FM with the climatological field it’s neces-

sary the usage of multi-scale objective analysis interpolation. This method is

extremely robust to merge two fields with different spatial scales respecting

each individual scale. This interpolation process was explained into Calado

(2006) and Calado et al. (2008).

The FORMS final product was a 3-D thermohaline field that accurately

assimilated the synoptic structure of the BC, interpolated with climatological

fields.
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Figure 9: The tri-dimensional temperature field of Brazil Current Feature Model

3.2. Merging the SST with the FORMS-initial-field

In order to quantify the contribution of SST product from a geostationary

salellite into the FORMS-initial-field a contamination experiment (Exp2) was

created through the same non-dimensional and redimensional equations 1 and

2 previously mentioned in section 3.1 using the SST product as parameter of

surface values.
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4. Simulations Design

4.1. The Ocean Model Description

The ocean model chosen as a tool to simulate the SBB is the Regional

Ocean modeling System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin and McWillians, 2005). This

ocean model is a split-explicit, free-surface, hydrostatic model with terrain-

following vertical and orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal.

The model can resolve the primitive equations of movement and discretize

the Navier Stokes equations through the finite difference method (Haidvogel

et al., 2000, 2008; Shchepetkin and McWillians, 2005).

This model was able to represent meso-scale features over the slope of

continental shelf and the interaction with deep ocean and continental shelf

process.

4.2. Experiments settings

To evaluate the feasibility of using EUMETSAT’s SST into the FORMS

methodology, two experiments were developed. As a control run, the first

experiment (Exp1) was set to run the FORMS-initial-field product without

the use of SST data. This experiment was conducted to run with the BC-FM

and T and S climatology fields. The second experiment (Exp 2) was made

through the contamination of FORMS-initial-field with a SST daily mosaic

data from 19, September of 2012.

The ocean model settings for both are the same. The FORMS-initial-field

was run into ROMS with the bathymetry extracted from digital nautical
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charts. The domain comprises the southeastern part of the Brazilian cost,

between 19◦S, 30◦S, 35◦W, 49◦W. The experiments grid are tilted 45◦,with ≈

4km of horizontal resolution, and 33 vertical sigma layers (Figure 10). The

grid resolution allows to solve the typical dynamic features at CF region,

such as BC and it’s meanders and eddies.

Figure 10: The spatial representation of ocean model grid

.

Following the concepts developed by Calado (2006), the initialization sim-

ulations were based on two different approaches. ROMS was set to run first

in the diagnostic (T and S held) mode. The model was set to run with free-
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surface and momentum based on a fixed/non-evolving density state. The

goal of this methodology is to make an adjustment of thermohaline field

with the model’s velocity field reducing the spin-up time

The prognostic run (Final run mode) is based on the evolution of the

mass field, and implies the prediction of the fluid state into the future. The

nowcast run using this initialization technique was systematized as the ocean

modeling diagram technique present at figure 11).

Figure 11: The ocean modeling diagram technique used to create a momentum field to

the nowcast builded with FORMS-initial-field

.

5. Results

Numerical simulations results are presented in this section, where the

outputs of the FORMS-based Exp1 and Exp2 previously explained at sec-

tion 4.2 will be compared to each other and to the synoptic observation in

the DOCCAR flight. The aim is to evaluate the contribution of SST data

extrapolation to FORMS-initial-field. The Exp 1 was run as a control setup
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without the usage of SST data extrapolation. The second experiment is to

understand how SST data extrapolation could contribute ”dynamically” to

the BC nowcast system. Before detailing the nowcast results, the initial fields

from Exp1 and Exp2 will be compared in order to present the differences in

the thermal gradients imposed by the extrapolation process. This will enable

a more clear interpretation of further analysis.

5.1. The initialization fields

The comparison between the different FORMS-based experiments is shown

in (Figure 12). The horizontal temperature distributions for surface, 50 m

and 100 m were used to elucidate the influence of SST image to deeper levels

of FORMS-inital-field.

The left column of figure 12 represents the baroclinic gradients as result

of the WOA05 temperature fields and BC-FM merging process (Exp 1) and

the right column, the addition of SST data through the extrapolation process

(Exp 2). The Exp 1 surface SST fields clearly shows the absence of the small

scale thermal gradients that resemble a SST realistic field. For instance was

not possible to depict the surface thermal BC front and the thermal structures

in general are rather smooth, even with the FM contribution to include meso-

scale energy to the field. These smooth gradients make for a more difficult

and slower model initialization and velocity adjustment in the context of

operational modeling. Although clarifying for certain aspects, it is obvious

that the surface SST fields would present such difference between Exp1 and

Exp2. To understand the real contribution of the SST data projection to

deeper levels, one must analyze the deeper thermal distributions.
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Figure 12: Horizontal sections for both FORMS experiments. The first column is the Exp

1 and the second column is the Exp 2. The temperature layers of surface, 50 meters and

100 meters of depth can show clearly the differences in temperature field at the deep levels.

.
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At 50 m, it is possible to note the sutil but important difference between

Exp 1 and Exp 2 fields. The extrapolation process successfully “transported”

some of the surface thermal gradient information to these levels. At this

level, in both experiments, is already possible to depict the BC baroclinic

adjustment as a thermal front, as one focus on the narrow yellow shades

roughly along the continental margin. However, there are minor differences

between the two experiments. The Exp1 field presents a more noisy front,

with a bit more spatial variability.

At 100 m, the differences between both experiments are sutils but can

clearly show the same thermal gradient informations at the surface level.

The presence of the baroclinic adjustment of BC as a thermal front are at

the same location at the upper levels.

The differences between Exp 1 and Exp 2 discussed in this section may

seem very small at a first glance. However, for operational modeling purposes,

each detail that moves the solution closer to realistic fields is welcome.

5.2. The experiments results

The dynamical evolution of the features between both experiments will

be compared at this section. The figure 13 shows at the left column the Exp

1 and at the right column the Exp 2. The surface temperature and velocities

fields for both experiments, at the first and the last step of prognostic mode,

are presented to compare the evolution of the oceanic features into both

nowcasts.

At first step of Exp 1, the temperature fields are the same of WOA05

surface temperatures. The velocity field of BC, outside of continental slope,

are present flowing to southwest. Over the continental shelf, the currents
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Figure 13: SST and surface velocities for both experiments at the first and last time

model step. The baroclinic gradients couple with the temperature field clearly at both

experiments

.

flows to northeast due to the temperature gradient into the WOA05.

At last step of Exp 1, the simulation exhibits typical meso-scale velocities

for the BC that resulted from the geostrophic adjustment of the imposed

feature models in the temperature and salinity field. The current over the

continental shelf flows northeast due to the result of dynamically adjustment

of the thermohaline field. A cyclonic meander centered at 24◦S and 42◦W
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grow and can show a signal of BC-FM.

The Exp 2 present clearly at the first model time step the same features

identified in the SST data and the surface velocities present was according

with the temperature gradients imposed.

At the last model time step, the Exp 2 can show the meandering center

at 24◦S and 42◦W as the sequence of the features into SST data.

The vertical sections from the first and last model time step can show the

geostrophical velocities by the Exp 1 at the left column and by the Exp 2 at

the right column (Figure 14).

5.3. Comparison with DOCCAR

The geostrophical velocities comparison between Exp 2 and with DOC-

CAR vertical section (Figure 15) were performed to present the similarities

of the velocities fields.

The currents for the Exp 2, after 40 model time steps into the nowcast

initialization technique, present the formation of characteristic jet current of

BC and the presence of CFE, as show the DOCCAR vertical section. Com-

paring the two experiments, it is clear that the intensity of the currents in

Exp 2 were smaller than in DOCCAR vertical section. However, this veloc-

ities presented with DOCCAR data are product of geostrophic calculation,

that can overestimate this intensities.

6. Conclusions

To evaluate a Brazil Current nowcast system with the usage of SST images

from MSG geostationary satellite as a data to ocean model, this work made

some nowcast experiments for 19 September 2012 created through FORMS.
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Figure 14: The geostrophical velocities for both experiments at first model time step and

for the last model time step

.

The SST contamination give to the FORMS-initial-field a realistic thermo-

haline signatures for this specific day, representing the vertical characteristic

structures of BC at surface to the deep levels.

The usage of SST images can give a realistic temperature field for nowcast
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Figure 15: Geostrophical velocities for the end of both experiments and the XBT velocities.

.

systems. Some important oceanic features detected through satellite trans-

fered to the numerical ocean models, can give better directions for decision

making in emergency situations. However, in case of a week cloud coverage,

the SST informations from infrared sensors cannot be used, and the features

couldn’t be identified at the SST data.

The feature-oriented ocean nowcast shown a realistic representation of

the ocean variability. The inclusion of the Brazil Current Feature Model

in the ROMS initial conditions give to estimated oceanographic field that

was observed at in situ structure. The control nowcast experiment (Exp 1),

only with climatological field, would imply a less accurate T and S fields

when compared with the redimensionalized experiment (Exp 2), given to
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this experiment a realistic structure of the BC that was identified at SST

image. We also found the usage of the SST data allowed to calibrate the

ocean model surface temperature fields and give a more secure informations

for operational oceanography.
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